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Q9.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(ai) (Bow and arrow:)       kinetic (1)

(Electric kettle:)          heat (thermal)
(1)
(Microphone: )           sound (1)

Heat/thermal (3)

(a)(ii) Any onefrom
(transferred into)
{thermal/heat/sound}(energy) (1)

(Energy) is dissipated (1)

Do not accept light energy or it
disappears

goes into surroundings/air

(energy) is wasted/lost

 

(1)

(b)(i) 12 (J)
Ignore any unit given by candidate.

20 - 8 (J)  

(1)
(b)(ii) An explanation linking any twoof

(For the) same amount of
{electrical/supplied}
(energy/power) (1)

(CFL/it) has a greater output
(of light energy) (1)

(CFL/it) wastes less (electrical
energy) (1)  

 

Same input (energy)

gives out/produces more
{light/useful} (energy) Do not accept
more energy is used in the (CFL/it)
Ignore brightness.

(CFL/it) produces less thermal/heat
(energy)

Accept explanations using data from
the energy transfer diagrams as

(2)
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comparisons eg (CFL/it) is four times
as efficient gains both marks  

(c) An explanation linking

dissipating heat (1)

at same (rate)/as quickly as
energy is being supplied (1)  

 

{gives out/radiates/conducts/
convects /loses /produces}
{heat/thermal/ energy}

gives out as much energy/power as it
takes in(each second) Gains both
marks

If no other marks scored: There is a
constant current/ steady flow of
energy into the heater gains one mark

Ignore refs to thermostat  

(2)

 

Total for Question = 9 marks

 

 

Q10.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) Description including 3 of the

following:

(Gravitational) potential
energy (transferred) to KE(1)

Idea of energy transfer to
heat/sound whilst descending
(1)

Chemical energy is transferred
to heat energy in Andrew (1)

Idea of energy dissipated on
stopping (1)  

 

(G)PE (transferred) to KE Allow
gravitational energy for GPE

Energy transferred to heat because of
air resistance/ friction

 

The energy goes to heat as he stops.
Energy is transferred to the
surroundings  

(3)

(b)(i) substitution (1)
67 × 31

evaluation (1)
2077 (kg m/s)

 

2080, 2100

working backwards using 2000
(v=) 29.85, 30
(m=) 64.52, 65

67 X 31=2000 scores only one mark

 

(2)

(b)(ii) substitution (1) answer to (b)(i)) ÷ 2.3  
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2000 ÷ 2.3
evaluation (1)
870 (N)

900, 869.6, 869.5
903

(2)

(b)(iii) an explanation linking two of the
following

Force on Andrew is quite small
(1)

Because impact time is long
(1)

The acceleration/deceleration
is quite small (1)

Because impact distance is far
(1)  

force is reduced/ less /not as strong

slows down/changes momentum
gradually

acceleration = 1.35 'g' or 13.5 m/s2

slows down (rate of) change of
momentum scores 2 marks  

(2)

 

Total question = 8 marks

 

 

Q11.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) light→ electrical → chemical

energy     energy
energy
(1)                                  (1)

These answers must be in the correct
order

(2)

(b)(i) 350 (J) 400 – 50 (J) (1)
(b)(ii) Substitution

50 ÷ 400                      (1)
or
50 × 100⁄400   (%)

Evaluation
13(%)                           (1)

 

 

 

12.5(%), 0.125, 0.13 or 1/8

Give full marks for correct answer, no
working

(2)

(c)(i) An explanation linking the following
points:

black                              (1)

(because)

(good) absorber (of thermal radiation)
       (1)

 

 

 

{absorbs / takes in} heat radiation

ignorereferences to:
attract

(2)
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good emitter
light
dark / darker

(c)(ii) an explanation linking any threeof the
following points:

(bag / water) absorbs {thermal
energy / heat / radiation}
     (1)

(bag / water) {radiates /
emits} {thermal energy / heat
/ radiation}   (1)

more heat radiated at higher
temperature (1)

input and output are balanced
(at steady temperature)   (1)

 

idea of energy input e.g. "sun heats
the bag up"

idea of energy output

 

idea of more heat lost (to
surroundings)at higher temperature

 

 

"absorbing heat at same rate as
radiating heat" (3)

ignore(sun) light / rays

(3)
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Q13.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) kinetic (energy) Movement (energy)

KE
(1)

(b) substitution:
0.6 × 20                                   (1)

evaluation
12 (1)

J (1)

 

give 2 marks for correct answer
no working

unit is an independent mark
joules, Nm, kgm2/s2 , Ws

(3)

(c) substitution:
0.5 × 18                                   (1)

evaluation
9.0                                   (1)

 

 

9

give full marks for correct answer
no working

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(d) a description including some of the following points:

chemical to kinetic while in his hand
kinetic (gradually) to potential while rising / from 0-10 m
eventually all potential at 10 m with a little thermal (heat)
energy
some mention of conservation of energy
potential (gradually) to kinetic as falls / 10 m-0
with a little more thermal (heat) energy
at 0 m sound energy
at 0 m thermal (heat) energy

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description which identifies a change in one relevant type

energy or a transfer of energy from one form to another e.g. kinetic
energy increases OR kinetic energy changes to sound.
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description giving detail of a relevant energy
change/transfer e.g. kinetic energy changes into potential energy as
it moves upwards OR kinetic energy increases as it falls.
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description of a sequence of relevant energy changes
/transfers e.g. kinetic energy is transferred into potential energy as it
rises. This then changes back into kinetic energy as it falls back
down.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors
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